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All of us need positive affirmation throughout our lives. As children, these powerful messages
helped us to know that we were worthwhile, that it was all right to want food and to be touched,
and that our very existence was a precious gift. The messages that we received from our parents
helped us to form decisions that determined the course of our lives.If we were raised with
consistent, nurturing parents, we conclude that life is meaningful and that people are to be
trusted. If we were raised with parents who were addictively or compulsively ill, we determine
that life is threatening and chaotic--that we are not deserving of joy. These are the crucial
decisions that impact our lives long after we have forgotten them.Unfortunately, childhood
judgments don't disappear. They remain as dynamic forces that contaminate our adulthood.
When childhood needs are not taken care of because of abuse or abandonment, we spend our
lives viewing the world through the distorted perception of a needy infant or an angry
adolescent. The more we push these child parts away, the more control they have over us.This
collection of daily meditations is dedicated to those adults who are ready to heal their childhood
wounds. It is through this courageous effort that we will move from a life of pain into recovery.

About the AuthorRokelle Lerner is a psychotherapist, international consultant and lecturer on
relationships, women's issues and family systems. Ms. Lerner is the co-creator and facilitator of
the InnerPath Programs for Cottonwood de Tucson. Over the last fifteen years Rokelle has
worked as a consultant in London for Spring Workshops ltd and has created seminars for men
and women in recovery from trauma, addiction and relationship issues. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.JANUARY 1New Year's DayThis year I will create positive memories.Today is the dawn
of a new year. It is the day when many people reflect on the past and how they will change in the
coming year. For many, it is a day of hope and new beginnings. For me, it has often been a day
of terror as I face all the days that stretch out before me. Will I fail? Will I fall back into old
destructive patterns of behavior?This day reminds me of the alcoholism I would rather forget.
Memories of childhood disappointments, arguments and violence mar the festivities of this
day.This day I will look back only to rejoice in what I have accomplished in the year past. I will
concentrate only on today. I will make the best decisions I can for this day alone, not trying to
tackle my whole future. This year I will create positive memories to replace the old.--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Kathleen MichelsIntroductionAll of us need positive affirmation throughout our lives. As children,
these powerful messages helped us to know that we were worth-while, that it was all right to
want food, to be touched and that our very existence was a precious gift. The messages that we
received from our parents helped us to form decisions that determined the course of our lives.If
we were raised with consistent, nurturing parents, we conclude that life is meaningful and that
people are to be trusted. If we were raised with parents who were addictively or compulsively ill,
we determine that life is threatening and chaotic—that we are not deserving of joy. These are the
crucial decisions that impact our lives long after we have forgotten them.Unfortunately,
childhood judgments don’t dis-ap-pear. They remain as dynamic forces that contaminate our
adulthood. When childhood needs are not taken care of because of abuse or abandonment, we
spend our lives viewing the world through the distorted perception of a needy infant or an angry
adolescent. The more we push these child parts away, the more control they have over us. This
denial of our inner child manifests in destructive ways: dependent relationships, sabotaged
successes, somatic illnesses and dysfunctional parenting.In order to end this cycle of suffering,
we must embrace our inner child at whatever age and stage it shows itself to us. The daily
readings in this book address the screaming infant, the precocious toddler and the feisty two-
year-old who still waits for the parent who will make them feel safe, loved and accepted. Through
the use of this book, we learn the skill of reparenting. At last, we can become the loving parents
to our internal children and take charge of our lives.Affirmations For The Inner Child is dedicated
to those adults who are ready to heal their child-hood wounds. It is through this courageous
effort that we will move from a life of pain into recovery.Rokelle LernerJANUARY-
MARCHJANUARY 1—NEW YEAR’S DAYThis year I will createpositive memories.Today is the
dawn of a new year. It is the day when many people reflect on the past and how they will change
in the coming year. For many, it is a day of hope and new beginnings. For me, it has often been a
day of terror as I face all the days that stretch out before me. Will I fail? Will I fall back into old



destructive patterns of behavior?This day often reminds me of the alcoholism I would rather
forget. Memories of childhood disappointments, arguments and violence mar the festivities of
this clay.This day I will look back only to rejoice in what I have accomplished in the year past. I
will concentrate only on today. I will make the best decisions I can for this day alone, not trying to
tackle my whole future. This year I will create positive memories to replace the old.JANUARY 2—
INFANCYToday I listen tothe needs of my infant.I am a newborn baby. After nine months within
your womb, it will take some time for me to be fully here. Being born was difficult; all I want to do
right now is to sleep curled up in a ball.Slowly day by day, I open up. One finger stretches out,
then another. Soon my hand is open to receive yours. One leg kicks, and then another. Soon I
am waving my feet in the air, enjoying my energy. One arm reaches out, then the other and I am
able to return your hug. My eyes open and focus on your loving face. I smile at the sound of your
voice. I feel myself fully in the world, ready for adventure.As I confront new issues and repair old
childhood wounds, infancy themes will arise for me. Instead of feeling shameful, I will seek out
those I trust for holding, touching and nurturing. I am learning to be the loving parent to the
precious infant inside of me.JANUARY 3—TERRORMy precious inner childis not afraid.When I
was a child, I was terrified of the dark. There were monsters under the bed and in the closet.
Burglars might break in at any moment. Night sounds were a cause for alarm, shadows were
menacing. So I learned to shut my eyes and go to sleep until morning, when the terror would be
gone.Now I know that dark holds no terror but my own fear. Tonight I will make friends with the
darkness. I will listen for the night sounds and discover what they really are. That slowly opening
door is a tree creaking. I hear the sound of people on night shifts driving their cars to work. I hear
babies crying to be held.As I listen with my new night ears and see with my new night vision, I
discover that life continues in the dark as surely as it does in the light and that both together
make one whole day.JANUARY 4—FORGIVENESSOn this day I begin a new life.New Year’s
Day has come and gone and I am relieved. By the time I was 10 years old, I knew that the start of
the new year with all its joy and celebration was a hoax. It wasn’t the threshold to a new
beginning. Promises would be broken and dreams shattered just as they had been the year
before and the year before that. So what’s the big deal?Today I will hug my inner child and make
this solemn promise:I will not carry the heavy baggage of hurt and disappointment with me into
this new year. I will forgive myself for the pain I have caused myself and others. I will forgive
others for having caused me pain. On this day of new beginnings, I will begin a new
life.JANUARY 5—CRITICISMI will allow my inner child to receiveconstructive criticism.Inside of
me lives a 12-year-old who takes every remark as a criticism. This child transforms every
comment into a judgment of her self-worth: “You’re bad. You can’t do anything right.” So she
plants her feet, puts her hands on her hips, and yells back: “Shut up! You can’t tell me what to
do!” I’m worn out by her angry, combative stance.Today I will allow my inner child to receive
constructive criticism. I can listen to the feed-back from others without becoming defensive. I can
take some time to reflect on it and ask myself, “Does this behavior need to change?” I no longer
have the need to say, “You are wrong” to make myself “right.” My inner self is already right. I can



change my actions to reflect her shining image.JANUARY 6—ORDERMy adolescent withinis
learning order.As a teenager, I hated it when my mom told me to clean my room. It was my room,
wasn’t it? I could decide how I wanted to live. So, in rebellion, I made certain my bedroom was
always a mess—shoes and clothes and worse strewn on the floor.As an adult, I’m still stuck with
my rebellious teenager. Sometimes I think his piles of trash will bury me. Cleaning up after him
leaves me angry and exhausted.Today I will take control of my environment. I no longer have to
feel overwhelmed by the enormity of housekeeping tasks. I make my own messes and I will
clean them up. When I have finished using something, I will put it back. I make sure I am not
inadvertently bringing the outside inside. I will work with, instead of against myself. Today my
environment will reflect my inner accord.JANUARY 7—JOYToday I will sing a joyful songwith my
inner child.Young children love to sing. They do not study voice in Italy before they sing an
operetta about the events of their day. They do not wait to sell a million records before they croon
a lullaby. Singing to them is another way of speaking.My inner child loves to sing along with the
radio. I may feel self-conscious but Pavarotti and Aretha Franklin really don’t mind if my voice
drowns them out. In the business of the day, I forget that I can sing and wash the dishes at the
same time—but my inner child knows I can.Everyone is given the gift of song. I do not have to
have perfect pitch to claim it. I do not have to perform for others to enjoy it. Today I will sing along
with my inner child and together we will make a joyful song.JANUARY 8—BOUNDARIESI can
set my ownboundaries.No! No, I won’t! No, thank you. Simple words, yet difficult to say. A two-
year-old says no to test the limits of others, to see where the lines are drawn.In a dysfunctional
home there are no boundaries, no limits. There is little or no supervision to make certain a child
is safe in his attempts to learn about the world. As a child I learned the world is dangerous and
uncertain, not safe.Today I will say no when my boundaries are invaded. I will say no if someone
wants me to do something that goes against my beliefs, feelings or desires. It’s okay to say no
when I’m tired. It’s okay to say no to something I don’t like. It’s okay to set my own
boundaries.JANUARY 9—TODDLERI can make a messand enjoy it.In my childhood home,
cleanliness was next to godliness and making a mess was bad. I was not allowed to play in the
dirt, make mud pies, paint my body instead of the paper, wipe my dirty fingers on my clothes.
And God forbid that I should track dirt into the house! I quickly learned how to be good: Keep
clean. Don’t make a mess.My inner child needs to experience the wonder of feeling soft wet
glops of earth in her hands, the delight of watching mud snakes coil out from between her toes.
She needs to know that she is of the earth.Today I will allow the two-year-old within me the joy of
getting dirty and messy. I may put on some old, comfortable clothes and go for a romp in the
woods. Or I may get down on my hands and knees in my garden. I love the cool soil on my skin,
the sharp, tangy smell. No matter what I choose to do, I will feel a part of the earth.JANUARY 10
—PATIENCEI radiate inner light in thisseason of darkness.New life is conceived and nurtured in
restful darkness. Seeds planted below the ground protect the young plant from cold and wind.
The seed lies dormant and waits for the right season to begin its growth.As an adult child, I
sometimes feel impatient with my progress. “Day by day” sounds hollow to my ears when I feel



I’m stuck on a plateau.I will remember that each plateau is a place to gather my energy for the
next change. I will treat myself with patience and gentleness during this time of unseen
growth.Today I will welcome the stages of my inner child’s development. In this season of
lengthening nights, I radiate the inner light of new life.JANUARY 11—NEEDSI can meet my own
needs.Today I will take responsibility for meeting my own needs. I will break free of the
destructive bonds of dependency forged by my dysfunctional family.Because of the smothering,
controlling love that I received as a child, I became passively depend-ent on others to meet my
needs. Not allowed to tell others what I wanted, I expected them to discern my needs
automatically by read-ing my mind. As a result, I was always angry because I was constantly
being let down by others who were failing to “make” me happy.Today I will help my inner child
take a giant step toward growing up. I will begin to tell others what I need, instead of hoping that
they will guess. Whether or not they are able to give me what I need, I will take responsibility for
my own happiness. I will do those things that bring me the greatest satisfaction. And I will live this
day with a joy and a contentment that come from myself, not from those around me.JANUARY 12
—GROWING UPI celebrate my passage.I celebrate my passage from childhood to adult. It was
quite a struggle but I made it through those stormy seas of uncertainty in one piece!As a child,
growing up was not something I wanted to do. All I had to do was take a good look at the adults
in my life. They always seemed tired, unhappy and hassled. If that was what was in store for me,
I wanted no part of it.I know today that maturity doesn’t mean the death of my inner child.
Maturity means that I can gain insight from my experiences. Maturity means that I can balance
the spontaneous and the rational, my child within with my adult wisdom.Today I celebrate my
adulthood.JANUARY 13—SEXUALITYThe child within meis sexually alive.With my recovery has
come a wonderful new freedom to enjoy my sexuality. Today I will celebrate my sexuality in
appropriate ways with-out fear and without shame.The child within me has taken years to heal
from the shaming and abuse inflicted during her childhood. She was taught to think of herself as
a bad person and of her body as evil. Instead of a wonderful God-given gift, sex was considered
dirty, something to be ashamed of. As I have loved my little one toward health and wholeness,
many of these old internal messages have faded into silence. Feeling good about who I am as a
person has made me feel good about my sexuality. I see now that how I feel about my physical
self is a mirror of how I feel about my core self. Today I will enjoy who I am as a sexual being, for
sexuality is one of God’s marvelous gifts to me.JANUARY 14—RESOURCEFULI am resourceful
inhelping my inner child.Children enjoy both receiving and giving help. A young child will ask
anyone—a parent, a stranger, the governor of the state—to help them fasten a difficult zipper or
buckle. A young child will also eagerly offer to help a parent wash the dishes.While growing up, I
received mixed messages from my parents, “You can ask for help but don’t disturb me.” I felt
shame for having need and I learned that there were strings attached for any assistance given to
me. As a result, I learned to silence my requests for help.Today I welcome the requests of my
inner child. I respond with attentiveness and resource--fulness. I am able to ask for help when I
need it and I respond to others’ needs out of free choice rather than guilt. As my ability to give



and receive becomes healthier, I am able to attend to my inner child.JANUARY 15—FEAR OF
DEATHI rejoice in my aliveness.As a child, I was afraid my mother and my father would die and I
would be left an orphan. Terrified, I hung on for dear life. For years I lived in fear of my own death.
I constantly questioned: What if I should die? Will it be painful? How will it happen? When will it
happen? Today? A year from now? I grew to fear anything that I thought might cause my death. I
cut my risks—and my opportunities—to the bare minimum.In my effort not to die, I had no life.At
this moment I am alive. My acceptance of my own mortality sets me free to live my life. My life is
a shining jewel bound by the finite limits of birth and death. All that I can know and feel is right
here, right now. This moment is all there is, and at this moment I am alive.Today I will rejoice in
my aliveness and live every moment to the fullest.JANUARY 16—FAITHI will move ahead
whenthings go wrong.One of the major challenges of my recovery has been overcoming the
negative programming from my childhood. Chaos and catastrophe were all I knew in my
dysfunctional family, so I grew up expecting life to turn out badly. A large part of my inner work
has been to discard my expectations of catastrophe and replace them with positive
expectations.Yet the hammer blows of life still threaten to break apart the recovery scaffolding
I’ve so care-fully erected. When I’m disappointed or feeling lonely, the old tapes begin to play
inside my head. “You’ll never find happiness,” they mock.Today when reversals happen in my life,
I will not take them as evidence of certain doom. Instead I will reaffirm my belief in my own
success. I will review how far I have come in my journey toward health and wholeness. Today I
will move ahead with optimism and with faith in myself.JANUARY 17—AFFIRMATIONI reward
my inner childfor good behavior.As a child, I was punished for being bad, obstinate, stupid,
wrong, forgetful, lazy—you name it, I was punished whether I deserved it or not. I never seemed
to get any better. I just became an expert at blaming myself for all my misdeeds.My inner child is
starved for praise. I no longer will beat him up for his failings. Instead I will praise him for
behaving in ways that support his growth. I’ll make sure he understands that some of his actions
are incorrect, not his soul. As I speak to my inner child, I will use a gentle tone filled with love and
admiration.I am proud of my ability to take positive, constructive action as I learn to reparent
myself. I know that the essence of who I am is always good. That never changes!JANUARY 18—
INTUITIONI affirm the wisdom of my inner voice.Today I affirm the wisdom of my inner voice and
the richness of the basic intelligence my Higher Power has given me. When I listen to my inner
voice and exercise my intelligence, I make very good decisions.As a child, I was taught not to
think for myself, not to trust or value my own inner voice. My parents fostered dependence and I
discounted my own wisdom. I came to rely exclusively on others’ input for my decisions.As I
grew into adulthood, I silenced my intuition altogether and, as a result, made many poor
decisions that caused me pain. I have since learned from my mistakes and have at last come to
trust the wisdom of my inner voice. It is a powerful ally on my journey through life, prompting me
to make sustaining and nurturing decisions and helping me to avoid destructive ones.Today I will
affirm the wisdom of my inner voice and honor my ability to make good decisions.JANUARY 19—
MENTORSI can learn from other people.As a child, I had no heroes. I didn’t want to emulate any



of the adults in my life. I set out to make my own way and my own rules in life.Now I think I’ve
gone about as far as I can on my own. As an adult, I can see the need for someone after whom I
can model my behavior. I need to find a person, who exemplifies what I want to be “when I grow
up.” I need to find a good guide and teacher who can be patient with my slips and supportive of
my efforts because she or he has already been down this road.Today I will start my search for a
therapist, sponsor or coach whom I admire and trust. I no longer have to “go it alone.” There are
people in my life from whom I can learn—people who would be glad, even honored, to help
me.JANUARY 20—TODDLERI reach out to touch everything.When I was a toddler; I reached
out to touch everything—the soft fur coats of enormous women, my mother’s hot iron, the pebbly
dirt in the driveway, the glistening pots and pans in the cupboards, the bright knickknacks in a
neighbor’s house. My curiosity was not okay, for I was constantly reproached, “Get your hands
off that! Keep your hands to yourself!” Soon I learned to look but not touch. I learned my -lesson
well. Now as an adult, I keep the world at an arm’s distance. I observe rather than engage in life.
My reticence about reaching out has kept me disconnected from myself, my environment and
other people.Today I will give free rein to the curious toddler within me. I will explore the textures
of the world: smooth, rough, pebbly, gritty, wet, dry, hot, cold, sticky, sooty, cool, warm. I will
reach out to touch the world around me.JANUARY 21—AGINGI am lovable at every age.As a
child, I was at once fascinated and repelled by old people. Their wrinkly rough faces were so
different from my smooth glowing cheeks. They smelled like sour milk or heavy perfume. An old
smell. They couldn’t move as quickly as I could. They ran out of energy. They hated noise. Their
future held only sickness and death. I swore I would never grow old.At this unique moment in my
adult life, I take the opportunity to look at both the past and the future with clear vision. As I look
back at my child self, I respect the feelings I had then. Yet I see them for what they are: the
perceptions of a child made through the distorted lens of childhood. As I look forward to my aged
self, I respect the self I will become, the self who unashamedly wears the scars and signs of
having lived a full life.At this moment I love and respect all of what I was, am and will be. We are
joined forever in a warm, loving embrace.JANUARY 22—DREAMSI will welcomemy dreams as
teachers.My childhood nightmares were so scary that I never wanted to remember them. Often I
was afraid to go to bed. I only wanted to sleep peace-fully and not dream.As an adult, I
understand that I can learn from my dreams. If I pay attention to them, they will tell me things I
am too busy to learn during the day. My dreams can be humorous, expressing themselves in
puns. I can learn to laugh in my dreams, I can teach myself to fly, I can communicate with lost
friends and relatives. I can speak with deeper levels of myselfOf course, I can have bad dreams,
too. When I do, I will surround myself and my inner child with warmth and reassuring words:
“Nothing can hurt you. I will take care of you now.” I have the power to disarm any nightmare. I no
longer have to be overwhelmed by terror.JANUARY 23—PLAYToday I will be playful.Today I will
let myself be playful without worrying about whether it fits my image as a responsible adult.As a
child in my addicted family, I was forced to hurry and grow up. I took on adult respon-sibilities,
such as substitute spouse and/or sub-stitute parent. As a result, I developed a serious approach



to life at the expense of my sense of playfulness. As I have matured, I have come to realize that
there’s more to life than seriousness and responsibility. Real health for me also includes
playfulness, lightheartedness and spontaneity.Today I will give my inner child the free-dom to
play. I will give rein to my spontaneous impulses without worrying about being perfectly
responsible. I will take a more playful approach to my work, too.Already I feel release of the
tension that comes from being overly responsible as I resolve to live more playfully
today.JANUARY 24—RECEIVINGI am willing to receive love.Love is the food my infant self
needs to survive and the universe exists to provide that love. Like a baby, I open my mouth and
take love in. I feel the sweet honey of love pour into my body, filling me with warm comfort. I hear
love in all the sounds of life: the birds chattering in the trees, the wind blowing between the
buildings, the laughter of children playing. I feel love in the touch of others, in the tongue of a dog
licking my face, in the sun’s rays. I open my eyes and see love in the faces of everyone I meet. I
am filled to overflowing.Love is available to me in many forms. Today I will broaden my rigid
notions of how love is to be packaged and delivered. I will open myself to receiving the vast
expressions of God’s love in this world.JANUARY 25—SELF-ACCEPTANCEToday is exactly as
it should be.Sometimes I feel tyrannized by my critical inner voices. “Dumb!” they rage, “Stupid!
Incompetent!” They are merciless when I make even the smallest mistake, slicing away at my
self-esteem.Today I will be gentle with myself. I will con-template the meaning of what it means
to heal. Healing means that today is exactly as it should be. It means that I already possess
everything I need to be a sane, healthy, whole human being.Now I have a decision to make.
Either I can become obsessed about my blemishes, which will open me to the attacks of my
critical inner voices. Or I can back off and take a more expan-sive view of myself. Today I choose
to take the life-giving view of who I am. I know I am exactly where I should be at this point of my
journey.JANUARY 26—REALITYI can see clearly now.Today I will use my mind to discern
between fantasy and reality.As a child, I often retreated into fantasy to block out the pain of living
in a dysfunctional family. Whenever the conflict and chaos around me was too great, I withdrew
into my idealized world. In my adult life, this habit of mental retreat hinders me from dealing with
my world as it really is.Today I will analyze the difference between fantasy and reality in my
personal and my professional life. This means I will take time to step out of the fog and look
clearly at myself and my relationships. I no longer need to withdraw into my fantasy world when
life becomes too scary for I am a competent person able to meet every challenge. I can create a
real life for myself and my inner child, a life that satisfies and delights.JANUARY 27—SELF-
ESTEEMI can let go of the needto be self-critical.Today I will let go of the need to be self-
critical.It has always been important to me to be the first to criticize myself. I think that if I get
there before someone else does, I can spare myself the pain of being found lacking. In doing so,
however, I inflict constant pain on myself and, what is worse, create a false self-image that tricks
others into seeing me in the same unflattering way.Today I will stop looking at myself through the
distorting dark glasses of self-criticism. Instead of focusing only on my defects, I will look at
myself in the light and accept myself for the wonderfully complex being that I am. And just



maybe, this is how others will see me, too.JANUARY 28—SPIRITUALITYToday I will
contemplate thesource of my strength.The house is quiet. My heart is not. My children lie
sleeping on this hot afternoon. The blinds -gently slap the windows.Evidence of my successes
hangs on the wall before me. Symbols of the love of friends lie here and there on my desk.
Encouraging words are placed about where I can easily see them. Yet past successes, the love
of friends and encourag-ing words don’t seem to help me break through the uneasiness,
dissatisfaction and fear.So I will take time out to talk to my Higher Power. I need to hand over,
one by one, the things that are disturbing my peace. I give them in exchange for a new peace
that can come only from meditating on the source of my strength.JANUARY 29—
RELATIONSHIPSI allow others into my life.As a child, I was hugged too tight, smothered in the
embraces of grown-ups I didn’t like. I wanted to push them away but I wasn’t allowed to—they
were the adults and they could do whatever they liked. So I learned to shut them out with my
mind. I curled into a tight ball deep inside, the only position in which I felt safe.I do not want to
live like this anymore. It’s lonely in here. I’m sick of living in constant tension with the world. I’m
ready to come out.Today I will allow my inner child to relax and welcome others into her world. I
know there is enough room here for people who treat me with respect and kindness. I can
protect myself and still allow others into my life.JANUARY 30—LOVEI am allowing myself to
love.“Love hurts,” the song goes. So many times I have given love that has not been returned. As
a child, I was the one who loved my parents unconditionally. Wasn’t it supposed to be the other
way around? Many painful years later I realized that my parents were unable to love me in a
healthy way. As I grew up, I chose people to love who weren’t capable of loving me. My
relationships have left me depleted, hurt and hopeless. And somewhere deep inside I made a
decision to stop loving.Today I will allow myself to love again. I will love without fear of being
depleted, for I will use the wisdom of my experience to guide me. I will start slowly,
experimenting with different ways of loving. I will greet a stranger with my smile or the sparkle of
my eyes. I will love my family and friends with the touch of my hand, words of kindness and
support. My love is healing and I learn to share it with others.JANUARY 31—ADOLESCENCEI
celebrate my passageinto adolescence.My passage into adolescence went unmarked. No
longer a child, not yet an adult, I didn’t know who I was or where I was going. I felt set adrift on a
river to nowhere. Those years were marked by shame, confusion and wildly fluctuating moods,
emotions and hormones. The residue of those unresolved years is still with me.Today I will
celebrate my passage from childhood into adolescence. It is the end of one life stage, the
beginning of another. Now I can acknowledge my anxiety, pain, confusion, heart ache, passion
and even rebellion. I can face the unanswered questions about the meaning of life, sex or death.
I can acknowledge this time for its positive aspects: the chaotic profusion of new growth, the wild
energy of life seeking expression. I celebrate my adolescence as a time of great change, great
peril, great power. I feel strong in my ability to navigate through these turbulent waters to the
calm bay of adulthood.FEBRUAR-Y 1—WONDERToday I notice thewonders of the world.How
do the stars stay up in the sky? Where does the white go when the snow melts? Where does the



wind come from? In the process of becoming a grown-up, what happened to my sense of awe
and wonder? It is hard to praise the creation of the world when you are involved with survival. In
my rush to grow up, I missed out on some very soul-enriching experiences.I know that the child
within me is still very much alive and anxious to awaken some of my sleeping parts. The
excitement and adventure for life is still available if I choose attitudes that make it so.As I free
myself from the constricting blinders of my dysfunctional family, I am able to enjoy the
wonderment of the world around me.FEBRUAR-Y 2—SURPRISESToday I will be open
todelightful surprises.Today I will reclaim my joy in surprises. Life holds many delightful surprises
in unexpected places and at unexpected times.When I was growing up, surprises always
seemed to bring pain and disappointment, not joy. I learned early to see life in muted colors; I
didn’t expect much of anything. Each day was like the day before. The dull sameness felt
safe.Today I will let joyous surprises into my life and watch the face of my inner child shine. I will
thrill to the fact that I do not know exactly what will happen to me today. I may have a quiet
surprise. I may look down at a crack in the gray pavement and see a tiny flower growing there
despite all odds. I may have a pleasant surprise. I may look up with a smile and have a stranger
return my smile. I will surprise myself with my reclaimed ability to feel wonder.
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HelloReese, “Great tool for those healing from childhood neglect, abusive, and/or dysfunction.
This book is like having a kind, caring friend with you each day, encouraging you while you are
working on yourself, trying to break negative childhood patterns, and live a healthier, happier life
as an adult. Each affirmation proposes that you speak to yourself in a kind, non-judgmental way,
and hits on issues like low-self esteem, feeling "not good enough," feeling like you don't have
your life together, feeling like you don't "do enough," etc. It focuses on helping you reprogram
from hurtful and harmful messages a person has ingrained in themselves from childhood, due to
a dysfunctional family and/or abusive/neglectful parents. It is a wonderful tool for anyone
attending ACA groups (Adult Children of Alcoholics - but your parent doesn't actually have to
have been an alcoholic, anyone with dysfunctional/neglectful/abusive parents meets the mission
of who ACA is aimed at serving).The affirmations are for individual days, but you don't have to
use the book that way - you can read it all in one sitting, thumb through each day until you find
one or two affirmations that particularly speak to you, or any other way that makes sense to
you.While the book feels a little dated, that's only natural since it was published in 1990. But that
doesn't detract from the core messages that are helpful and hopeful.”

PicoPhilosophy, “Mini-me loves this. As someone with diagnosed PTSD from extreme childhood
trauma, I have found it exciting and gratifying to have something that I can look to for affirmation
that 1- I am not alone in my experiences and 2- can have short things to read to re-frame my way
of thinking about the day and my interactions. I highly recommend this kind of book to use either
alone or for discussion with your close support people.”

Suze H-H., “As an adult trying to find my way in this sometimes painful world, I try to keep the
wounded child from reacting inappropriately. Ask a child of a dysfunctional family, I highly
recommend this collection of daily readings. So many of the day's writing seemed as I could
have written about my family. The authors' explanations of how to adapt your reactions to daily
challenges is uncanny. I have realized that my perception's to current life experiences are usually
warped due to my early life's dysfunction. Communication problems are much easier to avoid or
fix. I have given away this book twice to friends and shared daily readings with friends quite
often. Several times I have shared passages on FaceBook.Buy this if you want to grow and
achieve as much inner peace as possible.”

Mary Kay Keller, Ph.D., M.P.A., C.E.I.M., C.F.L.E., “Healing and Inspirational!. Daily readings
grounded in Emotional Intelligence and a supportive healing experience, one day at a time.”

Cynthia Faerie, “Kind thoughts for you inner child everyday. A compact book full of positive
thoughts for people with inner children in need of love and healing. I like to read it everyday. It
isn't (at least so far) preachy from a religious standpoint that make people not of that tradition



uncomfortable.”

C. Miller, “Filled with HOPE!!!. I believe this little daily meditation book was designed to be read
by the calendar date indicated on each page. If you are looking for some sense of direction this
book is an absolute MUST. Even if you read it by just letting the book open to any page, you will
find that there's something going on in your life TODAY that the daily reading will address. These
are ideas on which to focus as you go through your day with simple ways to shift your perception
of the events in your life. This is a way to sense and enjoy freedom each and every day.
Remember that though you may have forgotten times in your life, the child that lives within you
has memory of everything and you now have the opportunity to re-train your child into a serene,
responsible, joy-filled adult. Take 5 minutes to give you a wonderful gift first thing every morning
when you awaken.”

Miss B, “If you come from an abusive family i would highly recommend. Its only a short part to
read each .... Absolutely adore this book have bought many of these for my friends. If you come
from an abusive family i would highly recommend. Its only a short part to read each day but is
truly helping heal the child within. It gives great understand to why we react the way we do & that
its ok to let that go now as we have control not the abuser any more.”

emma, “Really significant. I like the ritual of reading the day's page first thing in the morning. I
either connect to the day's text and feel comforted or don't relate and feel grateful or am made
aware of something I hadn't thought about yet. I wish I had known about it when it was first
published. I'm sure I'll continue each morning when I've read through the whole year and read
each one again.”

W, “Hugs me:). So profound! Just keeps on supporting me:).”

Alicia dk, “Receive healing from this wonderful little book. I love the language of R Lerner. And
the words are so healing for my inner children.”

Ms T. E.K, “Love this little book. I love this little book (Kindle)”

The book by Rokelle Lerner has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 407 people have provided feedback.
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